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Abstract
Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have emerged as a very promising new class
of electronic materials. The fabrication and electronic properties of devices based on
individual SWNTs are reviewed. Both metallic and semiconducting SWNTs are found to
possess electrical characteristics that compare favorably to the best electronic materials
available. Manufacturability issues, however, remain a major challenge.
To be published in the inaugural issue of the IEEE Transactions on Nanotechnolgy (2002)
I. INTRODUCTION
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are
nanometer-diameter cylinders consisting of a single
graphene sheet wrapped up to form a tube. Since their
discovery in the early 1990s[1, 2], there has been
intense activity exploring the electrical properties of
these systems and their potential applications in
electronics. Experiments and theory have shown that
these tubes can be either metals or semiconductors, and
their electrical properties can rival, or even exceed, the
best metals or semiconductors known. Particularly
illuminating have been electrical studies of individual
nanotubes and nanotube ropes (small bundles of
individual nantoubes). The first studies on metallic
tubes were done in 1997[3, 4] and the first on
semiconducting tubes in 1998[5]. In the intervening
five years, a large number of groups have constructed
and measured nanotube devices, and most major
universities and industrial laboratories now have at least
one group studying their properties. These electrical
properties are the subject of this review. The data
presented here are taken entirely from work performed
by the authors (in collaboration with other researchers),
but they can be viewed as representative of the field.
The remarkable electrical properties of
SWNTs stem from the unusual electronic structure of
the two-dimensional material, graphene, from which
they are constructed[6, 7]. Graphene - a single atomic
layer of graphite - consists of a 2D honeycomb
structure of sp2 bonded carbon atoms, as seen in Figure
1(a).
Its band structure is quite unusual; it has
conducting states at Ef, but only at specific points along
certain directions in momentum space at the corners of
the first Brillouin zone, as is seen in Fig. 1(b). It is
called a zero-bandgap semiconductor since it is metallic
in some directions and semiconducting in the others. In

a SWNT, the momentum of the electrons moving
around the circumference of the tube is quantized,
reducing the available states to slices through the 2D
band structure, is illustrated in the Fig. 1(b). This
quantization results in tubes that are either onedimensional metals or semiconductors, depending on
how the allowed momentum states compare to the
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Figure 1. (a) The lattice structure of graphene, a
honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms. (b) The energy of
the conducting states as a function of the electron
wavevector k. There are no conducting states except
along special directions where cones of states exist.
(c), (d) Graphene sheets rolled into tubes. This
quantizes the allowed k’s around the circumferential
direction, resulting in 1D slices through the 2D band
structure in (b). Depending on the way the tube is
rolled up, the result can be either a metal (c) or a
semiconductor (d).

preferred directions for conduction. Choosing the tube
axis to point in one of the metallic directions results in a
tube whose dispersion is a slice through the center of a
cone (Figure 1(c)). The tube acts as a 1D metal with a
Fermi velocity vf = 8x105m/s comparable to typical
metals. If the axis is chosen differently, the allowed k’s
take a different conic section, such as the one shown in
Fig 1(d). The result is a 1D semiconducting band
structure, with a gap between the filled hole states and
the empty electron states. The bandgap is predicted to
be Eg = 0.9 eV/d[nm], where d is the diameter of the
tube. Nanotubes can therefore be either metals or
semiconductors, depending on how the tube is rolled
up. This remarkable theoretical prediction has been
verified using a number of measurement techniques.
Perhaps the most direct used scanning tunneling
microscopy to image the atomic structure of a tube and
then to probe its electronic structure[8, 9].
To understand the conducting properties of
nanotubes, it is useful to employ the two-terminal
Landauer-Buttiker Formula, which states that, for a
system with N 1D channels in parallel: G = (Ne2/h)T ,
where T is the transmission coefficient for electrons
through the sample (see for example ref. [10]). For a
SWNT at low doping levels such that only one
transverse subband is occupied, N = 4. Each channel is
fourfold degenerate, due to spin degeneracy and the
sublattice degeneracy of electrons in graphene. The
conductance of a ballistic SWNT with perfect contacts
(T = 1) is then 4e2/h = 155 µS, or about 6.5 kΩ. This is
the fundamental contact resistance associated with 1D
systems that cannot be avoided. Imperfect contacts will
give rise to an additional contact resistance Rc. Finally,
the presence of scatters that give a mean free path l
contribute an Drude-like resistance to the tube, Rt =
(h/4e2)(l/L), where L is the tube length. The total
resistance is approximately the sum of these three
contributions, R = h/4e2 + Rc + Rt. In the sections
below, we will analyze the conducting properties of
metal and semiconducting nanotubes to infer the
contact resistances, mean free paths, conductivities, etc.
We will concentrate almost exclusively on room
temperature behavior. At low temeperatures, SWNT
devices exhibit a number of interesting quantum
phenomena, including single-electron charging,
quantum interference, Luttinger liquid behavior, and the
Kondo effect, but these are not of direct relevance to
most device applications. We therefore refer the reader
to existing reviews for further discussion of these
topics[11-13].
The critical issues with respect to device
applications are twofold. The first is how reproducibly
and reliably nanotube devices can be manufactured.
Some current approaches to device fabrication are

discussed in section II. The second issue is how the
electrical properties of SWNT devices compare to other
electronic materials. These properties are described
below in sections III and IV for metallic and
semiconducting tubes, respectively. These sections
show that devices based on individual SWNTs have
remarkable electrical characteristics, making them a
very promising new class of electronic materials. The
manufacturability challenges, however, are very
significant. While advances are being made, controlled,
reproducible device fabrication remains an unattained
goal. These issues will be discussed in more detail in
Section V.
II.
NANOTUBE
FABRICATION

GROWTH

AND

DEVICE

SWNTs are grown by combining a source of
carbon with a catalytic nanostructured material such as
iron or cobalt at elevated temperatures. Sources of
carbon employed to date include bulk graphite,
hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide. While the details
of the growth process are far from understood, the basic
elements are now coming into focus. A schematic is
shown in Fig 2(a). At elevated temperatures, the
catalyst has a high solubility for carbon. The carbon in
the particle links up to form graphene and wraps around
the catalyst to from a cylinder. Subsequent qrowth
occurs from the continuous addition of carbon to the
base of the tube at the nanoparticle/tube interface.
Remarkably, tubes can grow to lengths of hundreds of
microns by this process[14].
Creating the proper conditions for growth can
done in a variety of ways. From the point of view of
device fabrication, the techniques can be divided into
categories. In the first category are tubes grown by
bulk synthesis techniques that are subsequently
deposited on a substrate to make devices (“deposited
tubes”).
The most common methods for bulk
fabrication are arc synthesis[1, 2] and laser assisted
growth[15], and commercial sources of SWNTs from
these techniques are now available. By controlling the
growth conditions, high yields of SWNTs with narrow
size distributions can be obtained.
Unfortunately,
tubes fabricated this way are in the form of a highly
tangled “felt” of tubes and bundles of tubes. For
electronic devices, these tubes must be separated, cut
into usable sizes, and then deposited on a substrate.
This is typically done by ultrasonication in an
appropriate solvent to disperse and cut the SWNTs,
followed by deposition onto a substrate by spinning or
drying. Unfortunately, this is to date an uncontrolled
process, producing tubes on the substrate of varying
lengths that are often still bundled together. This
processing can also induce significant numbers of

defects in the tubes.
New techniques for the wet
processing, cutting, and sorting of nanotubes are under
constant development, however[16-20].
An alternative approach is to grow the
nanotubes directly on the wafer[21]. Currently this is
done using chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The
catalyst material is placed on the surface of a wafer,
which is inserted in a standard furnace at 700-1000 °C
in a flow of a carbon source gas such as methane. The
tubes grow from the catalyst seeds on the substrate.
Engineering the properties of the catalyst and
controlling the growth conditions control the properties
of the tubes. For example, relatively monodisperse
nanoparticle catalysts have been shown to yield
SWNTs with a diameter closely matching that of the
catalyst particle[22, 23].
For both deposited and CVD-grown SWNTs,
the tubes must be integrated with electrodes and gates
on a wafer to make devices. A major challenge is the
placement of the tubes relative to lithographically
patterned features on the substrate. For both CVDgrown and deposited tubes, techniques have been
developed that are satisfactory for research purposes, if
not for mass production. Examples are shown in Figure
2. For the device in Fig. 2(b), SWNTs were grown by
CVD and located relative to alignment marks on the
surface using an atomic force microscope. PMMA
resist was then spun over the tubes and an electron
beam mask was designed, followed by electron beam
lithography and liftoff to attach the gold leads[4]. The
tubes remain bound to the substrate are unaffected by
standard solvents for resist patterning. An alternate
approach[21] is to pattern arrays of small catalyst
islands from which SWNTs are grown. Electrode
arrays are then deposited over the catalyst pads using
optical or electron beam lithography. The result is pairs
of electrodes with a random number of tubes
connecting them, as seen in Fig. 2(c). By adjusting the
parameters, a significant fraction of electrodes with
only one tube bridging them can be obtained.
Equivalent approaches exist to create devices for
deposited tubes, with the CVD growth step replaced by
a deposition step. An alternative method available for
deposited tubes is to pattern the electrodes first and then
deposit the tubes on top of the electrodes[3]. This
avoids the high-temperature growth step, and chemical
modification of the surface[24] and/or electric fields
can be used to control, to some degree, the locations of
the deposited tubes.
A schematic of the resulting device geometry
is shown in the inset to Fig. 5. Source and drain
electrodes allow the conducting properties of the
nanotube to be measured, and a third gate electrode gate
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic of a SWNT growing from
a catalyst seed particle. (b) Atomic force
microscope images of a single nanotube device
fabricated using electron beam lithography. (c)
Parallel fabrication of SWNT devices by growth
from patterned catalysts and subsequent deposition
of arrays of electrodes. The lower panel shows an
AFM image of one pair electrodes bridged by two
SWNTs.
is used to control the carrier density on the tube.
Typically, the degenerately doped Si substrate is used
as the gate. Nearby metal electrodes[3], an oxidized Al
electrode under the tube[25], and even an ionic solution
around the tube[26, 27] have also been employed as
gates. When the conductance of the tube as the gate
voltage, and hence the charge per unit length of the
tube, is varied is measured, two classes of behavior are
seen. For some tubes, G is relatively independent of Vg,
corresponding to a metallic tube. These are discussed
in Section III. For other tubes, a dramatic dependence
of G on Vg is seen, indicating semiconducting tubes.
These will be discussed in section IV.
III.
ELECTRICAL
METALLIC TUBES

PROPERTIES

OF

Devices made from metallic SWNTs were first
measured in 1997[3, 4], and have been extensively
studied since that time. Two-terminal conductances of
metallic SWNTs at room temperature can vary
significantly, ranging from as small as ~ 6 kΩ to many
MΩ. Most of this variation is due to variations in
contact resistance between the electrodes and the tube.
As techniques for making improved contacts have been
developed, the conductances have steadily improved.
The best contacts have been obtained by evaporating
Au or Pt over the tube, often followed by a subsequent
anneal. A number of groups have seen conductances
approaching the value, G = 4e2/h, predicted for a
ballistic nanotube[28, 29]. An example is shown in
Figure 3, where the dI/dV as a function of Vsd is shown
for a ~ 1 µm long SWNT. At low Vsd, the conductance

is ~ 2e2/h , growing to ~ 3.4 e2/h at the temperature is
lowered. Assuming perfect contacts, this indicates that
the mean free path is at least ~ 1 µm at room
temperature and grows even larger as the device is
cooled. A number of other measurements corroborate
this conclusion, such as measurements of short tubes
where G = 4 e2/h is found[28, 29], and scanned probe
experiments that probe the local voltage drop along the
length of the nanotube[30]. This mean free path
corresponds to a room temperature resistivity of ρ ~ 106
Ohm-cm. The conductivity of metallic nanotubes can
thus be equal to, or even exceed, the conductivity of the
best metals at room temperature.
These long scattering lengths are in striking
contrast to the behavior observed in traditional metals
like copper, where scattering lengths are typically on
the order of 10’s of nm at room temperature, due to
phonon scattering.
The main difference is the
significantly reduced phase space for scattering by
acoustic phonons in a 1D system.
At room
temperature, acoustic phonons have much less
momentum than the electrons at the Fermi energy. In a
traditional metal, phonons backscatter electrons through
a series of small angle scattering events that eventually
reverse the direction of an electron. This is not possible
in a one-dimensional conductor such as a nanotube,
where only forward and backward propagation is
possible. Note that while the mean free path is much
larger than traditional metals, the conductivity is only
comparable to slightly better. This is because the
effective density of states in nanotubes is much lower
than traditional metals because of the semi-metallic
nature of graphene.
Optic and zone-boundary phonons have the
necessary momentum to backscatter electrons in
nanotubes. They are too high in energy ( hf ~ 150
meV) to be present at room tempererature and low Vsd.
At high source-drain voltages, however, electrons can
emit these phonons and efficiently backscatter. This
leads to a dramatic reduction of the conductance at high
biases, as was first reported by Yao et al.[31]. This can
be readily seen in the data of Fig 3. The scattering rate
grows linearly with Vsd, leading to a saturation of the
total current through the tube. This saturation value is
~ (4e2/h) hf ~ 25 µA for small-diameter SWNT. This
corresponds to a current density of j = 2.5x109 A/cm2
for a 1 nm diameter tube. This is orders of magnitude
larger than current densities found in present-day
interconnects. This large current density can be
attributed to the strong covalent bonding of the atoms in
the tube. Unlike in metals, there are no low energy
defects, dislocations, etc., that can easily lead to the
motion of atoms in the conductor.

Figure 3. Differential conductance dI/dV of a
metallic SWNT as a function of Vsd, at different
temperatures. The conductance at low Vsd approaches
the values for a ballistic SWNT, 4e2/h. At higher Vsd,
the conductance drops dramatically due to optic and
zone-boundary phonon scattering.
In addition to phonon scattering, scattering off
of static disorder (defects, etc.) is also possible in
metallic tubes. A number of sources of scattering have
been identified, including physical bends in the tube[32,
33] and localized electronic states created at defects
along the tube[34]. One technique that can give direct
information about these scattering centers is scanned
gate microscopy (SGM). In this technique, a metallized
AFM tip is used as a local gate to probe the conducting
properties. Figure 4 shows a SGM image of a metallic
tube[34]. The dark features in the images correspond to
locations of defects, which are conjectured to be
associated with a bond-rotation defect in the nanotube.
Measurements show that these defects are more
common in tubes grown at lower temperatures ( ~700
°C). With proper control of the growth parameters,
however, static defects can be minimized so that they
are not an important source of scattering at room

Figure 4. Left panel: AFM image of a metallic
SWNT. Other panels: Scanned gate microscopy
of defects in the SWNT at different AFM tip
voltages. The conductance through the SWNT is
recorded as a function of the tip position.
Resonant scattering at defect sites is indicated by
rings of reduced conductance (dark) centered on
the defects.
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Controlled chemical doping of tubes, both pand n-type, has been accomplished in a number of
ways. N-type doping was first done using alkalai
metals that donate electrons to the tube. This has been
used to create n-type transistors[38, 41, 42], p-n
junctions[43], and p-n-p devices[44]. Alkalai metals
are not air-stable, however, so other techniques are
under development, such as using polymers for chargetransfer doping[45].
While these techniques are
progressing rapidly, we will concentrate here on tubes
with no additional doping (beyond uncontrolled doping
by adsorbates) and the carriers induced by the gate. For
simplicity, we will further focus on the p-type
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Semiconducting behavior in nanotubes was
first reported by Tans et al. in 1998[5]. Figure 5 shows
a measurement of the conductance of a semiconducting
SWNT as the gate voltage applied to the conducting
substrate is varied. The tube conducts at negative Vg
and turns off with a positive Vg. The resistance change
between the on and off state is many orders of
magnitude. This device behavior is analogous to a ptype MOSFET, with the nanotube replacing Si as the
semiconductor. At large positive gate voltages, n-type
conductance is sometimes observed, especially in
larger-diameter tubes[35, 36]. The conductance in the
n-type region is typically less than in the p-type region
because of the work function of the Au electrodes. The
Au Fermi level aligns with the valence band of the
SWNT, making a p-type contact with a barrier for the
injection of electrons.
Semiconducting nanotubes are typically p-type
at Vg = 0 because of the contacts and also because
chemical species, particularly oxygen, adsorb on the
tube and act as weak p-type dopants. Experiments have
shown that changing a tube's chemical environment can
change this doping level – shifting the voltage at which
the device turns on by a significant amount[37, 38].
This has spurred interest in nanotubes as chemical
sensors. Adsorbate doping can be a problem for
reproducible device behavior, however. In air, a large
hysteresis in G vs. Vg is observed, with threshold
voltage shifts of many volts common. In addition, the
threshold voltage is very sensitive to the processing
history of the device – for example, heating or exposure
to UV radiation drives off oxygen[39], lowering the pdoping level of the device. Controlling adsorbate
doping is an important challenge to be addressed.
Recent work by the group at IBM has taken important
steps in this direction[40].
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Figure 5. Conductance G vs. gate voltage Vg of a
p-type semiconducting SWNT field effect
transistor. The device geometry is shown
schematically in the inset.
conducting regime to get a sense of the basic
parameters that characterize electrical transport.
In the data of Fig. 5, the conductance initially
rises linearly with Vg as additional holes are added to
the nanotube. At higher gate voltages, the conductance
stops increasing and instead is constant. This limiting
conductance is due both to the tube and to the contact
resistance between the metallic electrodes and to the
tube. The value of this resistance can vary by orders of
magnitude from device to device, but by annealing the
contacts, on-state resistances of ~ 20 – 50 kΩ can be
routinely obtained. In the regime where G grows linear
with Vg, the properties of the device can be described
by the Drude-type relation G = Cg’(Vg-Vgo)µ/L, where
Cg’ is the capacitance per unit length of the tube, Vgo is

Figure 6. (a) Scanned gate microscopy showing
scattering sites in a p-type semiconducting SWNT
. (b) Voltage drop along the length of the sourcedrain biased semiconducting SWNT, as
determined by electric force microscopy. The
slope of the voltage drop (dotted line) indicates a
resistance per unit length of 9 kΩ/µm.

As with metallic tubes, work has also been
performed to investigate the nature of the scattering
sites in nanotubes. Again, scanned probe techniques has
been very useful. A scanned gate microscopy
measurement is shown in Fig. 6(a). The tip was biased
positively, to locally deplete the carriers (holes)
underneath the tip. The bright spots in the image
correspond to places where the AFM tip affected the
conductance of the sample, producing a map of the
barriers to conduction. This data shows that the
conductance is limited by a series of potential barriers
that the holes see as they traverse the tube. The barriers
are likely due local inhomogeneities in the surface
potential from adsorbed charges, etc. at or near the tube.
At higher densities, however, little effect of the tip was
seen, suggesting excellent transport properties. Electric
force microscopy[49] can be used to directly probe the
voltage drop along the length of the channel; the result
is shown if Fig. 6(b).
A linear voltage drop
corresponding to a resistance of ~ 9kΩ/µm is observed,
implying a mean free path of ~ 0.7 µm, comparable to
the mean free paths in metallic tubes. This result is
consistent with the maximum conductances observed
for semiconducting SWNTs ( G ~ e2/h for 1 µm long
tubes) and the high mobilities discussed above.
In order to maximize device performance, the
tube gate capacitance Cg’ should be maximized. Most
experiments to date have used gate oxide thicknesses of
hundreds of nm. More recently, researchers have
investigated a number of ways to increase the gate
coupling, such as using a very thin Al oxide gate[25] or
using an electrolyte solution as a gate[26, 27]. The
latter is schematically shown in Fig 6(a), with the
resulting I-V curves at different Vg’s shown in Fig. 6(b).
Standard FET behavior is seen; the current initially
rises linearly with Vsd and then becomes constant in the
saturation region. The nanotube exhibits excellent
characterisitics, with a maximum transconductance,
dI/dVg = 20 µA/V at Vg = -0.9 V. Normalizing this to
the device width of ~ 2 nm, this gives a
transconductance per unit width of ~ 10 mS/µm. This
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the threshold voltage, µ is the mobility.
The
capacitance per unit length of the tube can be estimated
or obtained from other measurements[3, 4, 46].Using
this we can infer the mobility of the tube, µ. We find
typical mobilities of 1,000-10,000 cm2/V-s for CVDgrown tubes, with occasional devices having mobilities
as high as 20,000 cm2/V-s. This is significantly higher
than the values reported to date in deposited
nanotubes[25, 40, 47, 48]. It is also higher than the
mobilities in Si MOSFETs, indicating than SWNTs are
a remarkably high-quality semiconducting material.
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Figure 7. I-V characteristics at different Vg’s
for a p-type SWNT FET utilizing an
electrolyte gate.
A schematic of the
measurement geometry is also shown.
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The properties of semiconducting SWNTs
given above are quite remarkable. Perhaps most
surprising is the high mobilities obtained given the
small channel width and the simplicity of the
fabrication methods employed. This is largely due to
the lack of surface states in these devices. As is well
known from bulk semiconductors, surface states
generally degrade the operating properties of the
device, and controlling them is one of the key
technological challenges to device miniaturization. A
SWNT solves the surface state problem in an elegant
fashion. First, it begins with a 2 dimensional material
with no chemically reactive dangling bonds. It then
rids itself of the problem of edges by using the
topological trick of rolling itself into a cylinder – which
has no edges.
V.
PROSPECTS

CHALLENGES

AND

FUTURE

The above results show that single nanotube
devices possess excellent properties. Metallic tubes
have conductivities and current densities that meet or
exceed the best metals, and semiconducting tubes have
mobilities and transconductances that meet or exceed
the best semiconductors. This clearly make them very
promising candidates for electronic applications.
Opportunities also exist for integrating nanotube
electronics with other chemical, mechanical, or

biological systems. For example, nanotube electronic
devices function perfectly well under biological
conditions (i.e. salty water) and have dimensions
comparable to typical biomolecules (e.g. DNA, whose
width is approximately 2 nm). This makes them an
excellent candidate for electrical sensing of individual
biomolecules. The are also a host of other device
geometries beyond the simple wire and FET structures
described above that are under exploration. Examples
include the p-n and p-n-p devices mentioned
previously[43, 44], nanotube/nanotube junctions[50]
[51, 52] and electromechanical devices[53, 54].
Much more challenging is the issue of device
manufacturability. Although a great deal of work has
been done, the progress to date has been modest. For
example, in tube synthesis, the diameter of the tubes
can be controlled, but not the chirality. As a result, the
tubes are a mixture of metal and semiconductors. In
CVD, the general location for tube growth can be
controlled by patterning the catalyst material, but the
number of tubes and their orientation relative to the
substrate are still not well defined. Furthermore, the
high growth temperature (900 °C) for CVD tubes is
incompatible with many other standard Si processes.
The alternative approach, depositing tubes on a
substrate after growth, avoids this high temperature
issue but suffers from the chirality and positioning
limitations discussed above. Furthermore, the wet
processing of the tubes may degrade their electrical
properties. Efforts are underway to address these
issues. For example, techniques to guide tubes to
desired locations during growth or deposition using
electric fields[55] and/or surface modification[24] are
being explored, with some success.
To date, there are no reliable, rapid, and
reproducible approaches to creating complex arrays of
nanotube devices. This manufacturing issue is by far
the most significant impediment to using nanotubes in
electronics applications.
While there has been
significant fanfare around “circuits” made with
nanotubes, (see e.g. the “Breakthough of the Year” for
2001 in Science magazine), in reality the
accomplishments to date are a far cry from anything
that would impress a device engineer or circuit
designer. However, there appear to be no fundamental
barriers to the development of a technology. The
science of nanotubes has come a long way in five years.
With the involvement of the engineering community,
perhaps the technology of nanotubes will see similar
progress in the next five.
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